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Abstract

A cloud computing is a large network of servers that are remote in nature on the internet that is useful in storing and managing the repository of data rather than in a personal computer or a local server. This technology has reduced the cost of computation, hosting of applications, storage and delivery will be reduced. Cloud computing is the approach that provides the cost benefits and it has the ability of transforming a data center to an environment which is alterable.

Cloud computing is based on the idea of reusing the IT capabilities. Compared to distributive computing, grid computing, autonomic computing and utility computing the cloud computing is different in terms of its wide boundary across the organizations. The stored data in public cloud can be accessed and viewed by everyone. At times the user can set privacy settings, such that only authorized user can access the data.
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1. Introduction

The computing of service is achieved through the internet with the help of cloud computing. The hardware and software that are maintained by the third party at inaccessible locations can be used by individuals and business enterprises. Some of the examples are online business applications, social networking sites and online file storage.

The information can be accessed for anywhere if a network connection is available in that place. A number of resources are being provided in cloud computing that includes the storage space of data, power of computer processing, highly skilled corporate and consumer applications. A convenient network access is enabled to a repository of computing resources that can be supplied quickly and distributed with less management activity. A cloud computing is a combination of deployment models, essential characteristics and service models. Cloud computing characteristics includes self service when required, fast adaptability, broad network approach, resource...
pooling. Required self service means that the customers can demand and wield their own resources. Broad network approach allows services to be proposed over the internet and networks that are private. Pooled resources means that customers withdraw from a repository of computing resources, mostly in distant data centers. Services can be either larger or smaller; and the use of a service is noted and customers are charged based on that. Cloud Computing is operating, set up or arranging and using the applications online. Online data repository, applications and infrastructure are provided here. The Cloud Computing makes a business application a grouped one and free or movable. The Public Cloud is where the systems and services are easily accessed by the public. Public cloud is less secured because of its transparency, e.g., e-mail. The Private Cloud is where the systems and services are accessed within an organization. It is highly secured because of its private nature. The Community Cloud is where the systems and services are accessed by group of organizations. The Hybrid Cloud is a combination of public and private cloud. The difficult activities are performed using private cloud where as the easy activities are performed using public cloud.

2. Related Work

In [1] the author states that more users store their data and application on the cloud because of the tremendous development in Cloud computing. Cloud security problems are the major reasons for the developments made in cloud computing. Certain characteristics are being maintained by the cloud computing and they includes virtualization, multi-user, scalability and so on. As a result of these new characteristics the traditional security technology cannot make the cloud a safe one. Therefore, most of the research is based on the cloud computing security. In order for the problem to be solved in data security in cloud computing a fully homomorphism encryption algorithm has been introduced, a new data security solution is proposed for the insecurity of the cloud computing and the concepts of this application is then built. This new security solution is useful in the retrieval and processing of the encrypted data and leads the broad to be an applicable one, the security of the transmitted data and the storage. In [2] the author states that the increased usage of cloud computing applications everywhere enhances the advent of cloud computing platform for users, the data exchange between the users, data storage and transmission as a security threat, a cloud computing security are the problems to be solved. In this paper, the state of encryption technology provides a solution for cloud computing data security for safe data transmission and security. In [3] the author describes that this paper establishes the relation between network coding and cloud storage. Secure cloud storage is a recent study whereas secure network coding is there for more than ten years. It shows how the construction of a secure cloud storage protocol with any random secure network coding protocol. This suggests an effective way of construction of different
secure cloud storage protocols. It also denotes that it is secured highly using a definition which takes the real world uses of the cloud storage. The general construction proposes a secure cloud storage protocol with the help of recent secure network coding protocol. This protocol is a publicly verifiable and secured cloud storage protocol, whereas the previous work is not publicly verifiable and also security argument is only argued heuristically here (random oracle model). This also enhances the third-party public auditing, which has a growing attention nowadays.

3. Problem Description

Cloud computing has a vast number of challenges in different places which made it an emerging technology. Some of them are described as follows.

**Security and privacy:** Security and privacy is considered as one of the biggest challenge in cloud computing. It is mostly used in preserving the privacy of the users and providing security. This is achieved by using the encryption techniques and secured hardware and applications.

**Portability:** The portability is also a challenge that deals with the movement of data from one cloud service provider to the other. A vendor lock-in should not occur at any case. But still it is unachievable because of the service providers who use different languages.

**Interoperability:** This challenge is about the working of an application from one platform in another platform. It is achieved with the help of web services but they are complicated.

**Computing performance:** For the delivery of an intensive application in a cloud usually a high bandwidth is needed and in case of avoiding that a low bandwidth is used but this does not reaches the expected computation level.

**Reliability and availability:** It is necessary for a service to be reliable and available i.e. it must be available to all users who are authorized.

**Authentication:** Nowadays one of the major threats to security is the authentication of unauthorized users. In order to avoid that the users are asked for some details and if the given detail matches with the already existing details then they are provided with authentication.

4. System Model

**Authenticity and Selfhood Management** is done with the help of the cloud services where the users are allowed to easily access or use their data and they can also share it with the public if they wish. Authorized users are identified with the help of identity management process.

**Accounting and Controlling of Access** describes about the easy access of data and services i.e. it must be flexible so that it is easy to obtain all the requirements of the users.
Security management deals with the security provided in a service. This plays a vital role in a private environment where the user’s private data are maintained in a highly secured way.

Data safety and security is where the data is protected and safeguarded and is kept in the data repository in a highly secured manner i.e. the privacy of the user is maintained here.

Data Manipulation or consumption is the process of using the data provided in the cloud. The user when needed can upload or download any files from the cloud using the secret code. The files include audio, video files, images, documents, etc.

4.1. System Architecture:

A number of techniques are used for the safe transmission of data from a public cloud to a private cloud. One of the effective methods is the code certificate generation where a code is generated for security purpose.

Generation of a passcode i.e. a code certificate: Code Certificate is much unsimilar from a digital certificate. A 'p' number of hexa-decimal random numbers of size ‘q’ are used to create a code certificate. It is generated randomly by grouping method.

Database Index:

When a data or message is to be transmitted the code binds with it when it is encrypted and is also removed when decrypted at the receiver end. Database Index is used for maintaining those code certificates along with its sequence according to the index.

Data Dispatching:

Once the validation is over the message is sent to the private cloud. Before the delivery of the message to the user the code certificates are removed from the message from public cloud.

Adding and Removal of code certificate:

The addition and removal of codes from the message is the concept of this component. Codes are added to the message according to the sequence keys that are generated. The code certificate is removed depending on the sequence of the code index available in the output messages that are sent from the public cloud. In order to tighten the security digital signatures are used.

Data Remission:

Data Remission includes the sending and receiving of data and it acts as a bridge between the public and the private cloud. Communication is done with the help of this module between the service providers. It establishes connection
between the private and public cloud. The transmission of data becomes an effective one with the help of the code certificates.

**Data Manipulation/Consumption:**

Data manipulation or consumption is a component where the user obtains a secured environment (i.e.) the private data are secured and maintained confidentially and the user can anytime download or upload data in a secured way.
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5. Conclusion

The safeguarded transmission of data which may be a document or an image or an audio file or a video file is done effectively with the help of the code certificates. Similarly the user can consume the data available to the user and the user can manipulate it with the help of authentication process. Only authenticated users who are provided with a particular detail which includes user name and password are allowed for the consumption or usage of data. A normal user can view only the page whereas an authenticated user can move forward with the help of authentication process and can use the data. The users have the options for viewing the data using it and downloading it when needed. This consumption of data is achieved only after the code verification process either.
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